SUNRISE 365® SUPPLY CHAIN
A GLOBAL, OMNI-CHANNEL, TIER 1 SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTION
These days, brands don’t compete – their supply chains do. Microsoft Dynamics 365 is the
only Tier 1 business solution that can give you a competitive edge, without all the cost and
complexity. And with Sunrise 365 Supply Chain in your corner, you’ll have an additional leg
up on the competition every time.
Stock. Inventory. Merchandise. No matter what you call it, Sunrise 365 Supply Chain adds
advanced capabilities to Dynamics 365, so you can quickly identify situations that are
jamming up your supply chain and straighten them out fast.

PLAN. EXECUTE. ANALYZE.

Sunrise 365 Supply Chain is an
application that adds advanced
demand and forecast netting,
omni-channel inventory optimization,
soft allocation, multidimensional
matrices, and embedded supply chain
business intelligence to the already
robust functionality found in
Dynamics 365.
PLAN CONFIDENTLY
Easily integrate the forecasting
tool of your choice, and
improve pre-season planning
and the MRP process. When
combined with bulk order
management capabilities,
you can feel confident that
your pre-season demand is
accurately represented.

EXECUTE FLAWLESSLY
You can avoid overstating
demand with advanced forecast
netting, and your planners will
appreciate improved efficiency
with a comprehensive planning
workbench. Automated order
release, with customizable
prioritization, ensures your
best customers have a great
experience every time.

GLOBAL VISIBILITY
Don’t let common supply chain
challenges bring you down. With
built-in BI dashboards, you get
a bird’s eye view of your supply
chain, allowing for smarter
purchase and production
decisions. Spot potential
problems far before they
materialize with soft allocation
and “what if” scenarios.
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WHY SUNRISE
Why work with Sunrise? Well, in addition to our more than 150 (and counting) successful go-lives,
we’ve got a few other secrets to our success...
AWARD WINNING

PROVEN SOLUTIONS

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

Sunrise is consistently recognized
by industry leaders and Microsoft
for superior service, dedication
to Microsoft Dynamics 365,
innovative industry solutions,
and for our history of successful
implementations around the world.

We’ve spent over 20 years helping
leading brands successfully
improve their processes and
operations. Today, we offer this
insight, methodology, and exclusive
functionality through Sunrise 365,
powered by Dynamics 365.

From the start we have believed in
being great at a few things rather
than “just OK” at many. This laserlike focus on key industries and a
single product line means we can
offer consistent, successful results
to our clients time after time.

CLOUD PROVIDER

LOCAL (BUT GLOBAL)

LIFETIME SUPPORT

With headquarters in WinstonSalem, North Carolina, Sunrise has
regional offices spanning North
America, Europe, and Asia. You can
count on Sunrise to bring industry
expertise to the table, everywhere
you do business.

Why hire freelance consultants
or expensive staff when you can
leverage pay-as-you-go Global
Support from Sunrise? We offer
a cost-effective support umbrella
with 24x7 coverage across North
America, Europe, and Asia.

We’re all in on the cloud and have
been since day one. As a Microsoft
Gold Certified Cloud Provider we’re
here to help you transition your
business to the cloud, and then
support you at every step of your
cloud journey.

NEXT STEPS
For more information and resources, please visit: sunrise.co/solutions/supply-chain-solution
Sunrise Technologies is the premier provider of Microsoft Dynamics 365 for apparel, footwear, home furnishings,
textiles, consumer products, manufacturing, and retail companies. We deliver game changing, omni-channel,
global, Tier 1 supply chain solutions without all the cost and complexity.
The roadmap for Microsoft cloud solutions is extensive and our industry experts will work with you to implement
the capabilities that best fit your needs. As a global systems integrator operating out of North America, Europe,
and Asia, we are everywhere you do business.
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